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This paper presents a new method for finding complete information about he set 
of all nonnegative integer solutions of homogeneous and iuhomogeneous linear dio- 
phantine quations. Such solutions are fundamental for associative-commutative 
unification. Our algorithm finds all minimal solutions as "monotone" paths in a 
graph which encodes the linear diophantine quation. This encoding makes re- 
peated arithmetic operations obsolete and allows inexpensive t sts for minimallty 
of solutions. This graph algorithm compares favourably with the known methods, 
namely lexicogragraphic algorithm and completion procedure. A PASCAL imple- 
mentation can be found in the Appendix. 
Introduct ion 
This paper presents a new method for finding complete information about the set of all 
nonnegative integer solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous diophanthle equations. 
This information is provided by those finitely many solutions which are minimal with 
respect o a suitable ordering, see Lemma 1. We design an efficient algorithm to generate 
these minimal solutions. 
In principle, there have been two completely different methods to solve this problem: 
a lexieographic algorithm, and a completion procedure. Both are discussed in Section 2, 
see also Huet (1978), Fortenbacher (1983), Guckenbiehl & Herold (1986), Bi]ttner (1986) 
and Lankford (1987). 
To avoid all arithmetic the linear diophantine quation may be represented by a 
labelled digraph. A closer investigation of the computations done by the completion pro- 
cedure shows that all minimal solutions can be found as monotone paths in the graph. 
This idea makes generation of solutions very inexpensive. In contrast o the completion 
procedure, the graph algorithm also computes non-minimal solutions. However, eliminat- 
ing these non-minimal solutions can also be transformed into a graph problem wi~h a fast 
solution. The graph algorithm is discussed in Section 3, and a PASCAL implementation 
(see Appendix) is compared to other algorithms in Section 4. 
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The major application of these algorithms to solve linear diophantine quations is 
associative-commutative unification which plays a fundamental role in automated theo- 
rem proving (Slagle (1974), Loveland (1978)) and ter m rewriting (Huet & Oppen (1980), 
Peterson &: Stickel (1981)). Two terms are unified by a substitution (endomorphism on 
terms) which makes both terms equal. The algorithms for ac-unification, i.e. unification 
of terms with associative-commutative op rators, compute unifiers from solutions of a 
homogeneous (Stickel (1981), I(irchner (1987), Fates (1987), Fortenbacher (1987)) or 
inhomogeneous linear diophantine quation (Herold & Siekmann (1986)). 
We shall illustrate this by an example: Two terms t = +(v l ,v l )  and t '  = +(v2 ,  vs) 
with an associative-commutative op rator + are unified by (among others) the substi- 
tution cr -- { vl ~-+ -F(a, b), v2 v-~ a, v3 F-~ +(a, q-(b, b)) }. Regarding -F(a, q-(a,-F(b, b)), 
which is the image of t and t~ under ~, we count the "contributions" of vl, v2 and v3 
to a, which are all 1, and to b, which are 1, 0 and 2. But (1,1,1) and (1,0,2) are both 
solutions of the homogeneous equation 2,  x - 1 * Yl - 1 * Y2 = 0 which c an b e obtained from 
the multiplicities of the argument erms vl, v~ and vs. The idea behind ac-unification 
is now to compute substitutions from all combinations of minimal solutions which obey 
certain conditions. 
How important are efficient algorithms which solve linear diophantine quations for 
associative-commutative unification? As Lankford (1987) shows, typical equations are 
very simple but have to be solved frequently. Therefore any of the algorithms presented 
in Section 2 or Section 3 might be chosen, cf. Section 4. Additionally, efficiency can he 
obtained by saving the solutions, e.g. in a hash table or a binary search tree. 
1 Foundat ions  
This section recalls algebraic and order theoretic properties of the set of all nonnegative 
integer solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linear diophantine quations. Fur- 
thermore we describe a preprocessing which in some cases speeds up the computation 
considerably. 
To be specific, let al . . . . .  a ,n ,b l ,  . . . .  bn and c ,m,n  be positive integers. The set 
S(a, b_, e) of all nonnegative integer solutions of the inhomogeneous linear diophantine 
equation 
a lx l  + . . .  + a ,~xm - b ly l  . . . .  - b,~yn = c (1) 
consists of all (~_, ~ E N rn+'~ satisfying ~ i  a~i -  ~ j  bi~j -- c. By S(a, b) we denote the 
set of all nonnegative integer solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation 
a1~1 +. . .  + amXm - b ly l  . . . .  - bnyn  -" O . (2) 
S(a,_b) is a submonoid of 1N re+n, generated by the set M(a,b) of all those elements in 
S(a, b_.)\{(O, 0_)} which are minimal with respect o the partial ordering 
(~,~ ___ (~_',~_'):r (Vi : ~, < ~) A(Vj : , j  < ,j.) . (3) 
Let M(a, b_, c) denote the set of all _<-minimal elements in S(a, b~ c). The following lemma 
makes the finiteness properties of S(a, b_.) and S(a, ~ c) more precise. 
Lemma 1 (Finiteness Propert ies)  Ze~ a l , . . . ,  am,  bl,... ,  bn and c be pos i t ive  in te -  
gers .  
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(1) The sets M(s b_) and M(a, b~ c) are finite. 
(2) S(a,b) is the se~ of all N-linear combinations of elements in M(a_, b_), 
(3) S(a,b,e) = M(a,b,e) + S(a,b) :- {m+ slm 6 M(a~b,e),s ~ S(a,b_)}. 
We sketch a proof that both M(a_, b) and M(a, L c) are finite sets: By definition, a 
partially ordered set (X, <) is strongly noetherian iff for every non-empty subset Y of X 
the set of all <-minimal elements in Y is non-empty and finite. It is easily shown that 
the cartesian product of finitely many strongly noetherian orderings is again strongly 
noetherian. Applying these remarks to the natural ordering on N we see that (3) defines 
a strongly noetherian ordering on N "~+n. Since S(a,b_)\{(0,0_)} is always non-empty, 
the set M(a, b_) of all minimal non-trivial solutions of (2) is finite and non-empty. The 
same is true for M(a, b, c), unless (1) has no solution. A simple alternative proof of these 
well-known finiteness properties is given in the next section. 
In the sequel it is convenient to interpret an n-tuple (v l , . . . jvn)  as a mapping 
{ 1 j . . . ,n}  ---* N. As Table 2 in Lankford (1987) shows, most pairs (a,b_.) relevant for 
applications hare the property that both a and b_. are not injective. We are now going 
to take this into account by transforming a non-injective pair (a, b_.) into its injective 
companion (a',_b~). Having computed M(a~,b ') and M(a',b ~, c), the sets M(a,b_) and 
M(a,  b__, c) are constructed as the preimages of M(a_.', b') and M(a' ,  b', e) under a suitable 
and easy to handle mapping. 
An example will illustrate this preprocessing. The equation 
x l+x2+4~3-2y l -2y2-2y~-3y4-3y5  =0 
can be rewritten as 
l (xn  + z12) + 4x41 - 2(y21 + Y22 -b Y2s) - 3(Ys1 + Ys2) = 0 . (4) 
This last diophantine quation and its (minimal) solutions are closely related to the 
corresponding quantities of its injec~ive companion 
1X1 + 4X4 - 2112 - 3113 = 0. (5) 
In fact, if ~1 = ~11 + ~12, ~4 - ~41, 772 --" 7}21 + ~22 + ~23, 7}3 "- ?~31 + V32 with non- 
negative integers ~,  ~t,  77~, ~?br, then ((~1, ~4), (772,773)) is a (minimal) solution of the in- 
jective companion if[ ((~n, ~1~, ~41), (~21, V22, r]23, Wl, ~h2)) is a (minimal) solution of the 
original equation. IZecalling that 
i {cEN~[c l+. . .+ck=d} l  = (d+k-1)k_l 
we see that every minimal solution ((~1, ~4), (~2, ~) )  of (5) corresponds to ~.  (,:+2). ~3 
different minimal solutions of (4). 
The above example indicates that in general every linear diophantine quation over 
the integers can be put into the following normal form 
~(,) ~(~) 
a~A I=I b6B r=l 
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with suitable finite sets A, B of positive integers and suitable mappings c~ : A --+ N\{0}, 
fl : B ~ N\{0). Let S(ce,/3, c) (resp. M(oq/3, c)) denote the set of all (resp. all minimal) 
non-negative integer solutions of (6). Similarly, let S(a,/3) (resp. M(c~,/3)) denote the 
corresponding sets related to the homogeneous equation 
~(~) ~(~) 
aEA I=i b6B r=l 
We have already mentioned that the monoid S(a,/3) with infinitely many elements i
generated by the finite set M(a,/3). In the sequel we will relate (6) and (7) to the often 
much simpler equations 
and E .xo-Eb.n=o (s) 
aEA bEB aEA bEB 
Let a' and fl~ be identically equal to 1 on A and B, respectively. Then S(a',t3',c), 
S(cd, fl'), M(a',  fl', e), and M(a', fl')) are the set of all (resp. all minimal) non-negative 
integer solutions of (8). The following lemma shows how the mapping u : ((~az), (~/br)) 
((~a), (r/b)), where ~a := )-~4 ~t and ~b := ~r  ~?br, relates the solution sets in question. 
Lemma 2 ( In ject ive Companion)  
(1) .(s(~, ~)) = s(~,, ~,), a.d ~-~(s(~', ~')) = s(~,/~). 
(2) u(M(a,fl)) ---- M(a',f l ' ) ,  and u- l(M(a' , f l ' ) )  - M(a, fl). 
(3) .(s(~,p,~))=s(a',Z',~), a~d ~-~(S(~',Z',~))=S(~,Z,~). 
(4) u(M(a,fl, c)) = M(a', f l ' ,c) ,  and u- l (M(a' , f l ' ,c))  = M(a, fl, c). 
Proof.  Using the fact that [[~[[ > e ~ 3[' < [ :  I[_~'[[ = e, for [ 6 N'*,e 6 N, the proof is 
a straightforward exercise. ,, 
The injective companion idea yields a significant speed-up as shown in Section 4. 
2 Lex icograph ic  A lgor i thm vs .  Complet ion  P roce-  
dure  
In this section we present wo basic methods to solve a homogeneous linear diophantine 
equation. The lexicographic algorithm (Huet (1978)) enumerates a superset of M(a, b_) 
and removes all non-minimal solutions. The lexicographic procedure is well-known in 
dynamic programming, cf. Greenberg (1980), where it is used in solving the Frobenius 
problem, and Schrijver (1986). Instead of enumerating solutions lexicographically, they 
can also be computed by a completion process. During completion all solutions which 
have not been found yet are "represented" by a set of proposals (see below). In a com- 
pletion st.ep all proposals are incremented. The solutions computed by this completion 
procedure (Fortenbaeher (1983)) are minimal, but testing for minimality is needed to 
guarantee termination. Both algorithms can be extended to solve inhomogeneous equa- 
tions; for simplicity reasons we confine ourselves to solutions of the homogeneous case. 
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In his paper on the solution of homogeneous diophantine quations Huet (1978) points 
out that for a minimal solution (~, rt) E M(a, b), all (i must be bounded by maxb and 
all 77j by mama. Furthermore, there are distinguished and easy to compute minimal 
solutions 
/lcm(ap, bq) lcm(ap, bq) 
:= ,  9 , 
ap bq 
where ep is the p-th unit vector in N m and, by abuse of notation, eq E N r' is the q-th unit 
vector. For example, the equation lz l  + 6x2 - 2yl + 4y2 has among others the solutions 
Sll = (2, 0, 1,0), S12 = (4, 0, 0, 1), $21 = (0, 1, 3, 0), and $2~ = (0,2, 0, 3). Obviously, all 
these solutions are minimal. This gives rise to a lexicographic algorithm which generates 
a finite set of solutions containing all minimal ones. Huet's algorithm uses the bounds 
~i _< maxb and ~?j _< maxa.  The fact that a solution (~_, ~) satisfying (~_, 77) > Spa cannot 
be minimal provides another bound for ~i which depends on the previously computed 
values (~i . . . .  , ~i-1). 
Lambert (1987) presents the stronger bounds ~ i~ i  ~ maxb_ and }-~V ~' -< maxa_, 
which can be obtained directly from the termination proof of the completion precedure 
(Lemma 5). These bounds diminish the number of solutions generated from 138 to 63 in 
Example 1 and from 261426181 to 3073558 in Example 8, el. Section 4. 
A solution with ~i = 0 (Vi = 0) for some i may be regarded as a solution to a smaller 
equation. This yields a further improvement: a minimal solution (~, ~?) is bounded by 
~ i  ~i <_ max{ bj I J -< n : ~j 5s 0 } and )-'~. ~j _< max{ ai I i _< rn: (i # 0}. The stronger 
bounds reduce the number of solutions generated to 60 in Example 1 resp. 2433007 in 
Example 8. 
Most of the work done by the algorithm is to test a solution for minimality. It suffices 
to compare each solution with all previously generated ones, because the order (3) is 
contained in the lexicographic order on solutions. 
A different way to solve a homogeneous diophantine quation is to compute all min- 
imal solutions by a completion procedure. Such an algorithm is due to Portenbacher 
(1983), with improvements by Guckenbiehl & Herold (1986) and Lankford (1987). 
The completion procedure avoids the generation of non-minimal solutions. We call 
the result of evaluating the homogeneous equation (2) at (~_, r/) E N m+~ the defec~ of 
(~, ~_), d((~_, ~_)) := ~ i  a i ( i -~ j  bj~Tj. A proposal p E N m+" is characterized by- maxk _< 
d(p) <_ maxa, and a solution s E S(a_,b) has defect d(s) = O. 
The algorithm (Figure 1) starts with some proposals (P~). Each completion step 
increments ~_ for a proposal p = (~_, ~ with negative defect or rl, if d(p) > 0. If the result 
has defect O, a minimal solution was found. All proposals w~ich are not minimal with 
respect to all previously computed solutions may be discarded; they cannot contribute 
to M(a,  b). 
In the sequel we will frequently make use of the following norm [I~H : -  ~ i  ~i defined 
on Un>i Nn' 
Lemma 3 (Completeness )  All minimal solutions are computed by the completion pro- 
cedure; more precisely: s E ~r b_.) =r s E M[I~ H- 
Proof .  It suffices to show that for all k < ]]s H there exists a p e Pk satisfying p < s. 
The proof proceeds by induction on k. k=l:  Since (~_, ~_) e M(a, b_.) implies H~]] > 0, there 
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Comple~ion Procedure 
(, start ,) 
~Pl := { (e~,O) . . . .  , (era, 0_) } 
M1 :=1~ 
O~ :=~ 
(* completion step .) 
Qk+~ := { p + (~ e j) I ~ e P,, d(p) > 0, 1 < j _< ~ } 
U{p+ (e~,0D IpePk, d(p) <0,1 < i  < m} 
Mk+l := {p E Qk+x [ d(p) = 0 } 
Pk+i := {p E Qk+l \Mk+i ]P minimal in {p} uUik__i Mi } 
(* termination *)
Pk=~? 
M :-- U~ M~ 
Figure 1: completion procedure 
is an (ei, 0.0_) e P1 with (ei, O_) < s. k--+k+l, k+l<ll~ll: By hypothesis, p < s, for some 
p E P~. Let d(p) < 0 (similar for d(p) > 0). Then ~ := p + (el, 0_) < s, for some i _< m, 
and d(g) r 0. It remains to prove that ff E Pk+l. Suppose ~ ~ Pk+l. Then g < ~ < s, 
for some g E U~ Mi, in contradiction to the minimality ofs. Iw 
Lemma 4 (M in lma l i ty )  All solutions computed by the completion procedure are min- 
imal. 
Proof .  Assume on the contrary, s E M~ is the sum of non-trivial solutions sl ~nd 
s2. Then, by the definition of M~, there is a proposal p 6 P~-I sa~is[:~kng p < s au~ 
p + (e~, 0) = s (or p + (0_, ei) = s) for a suitable i. Without loss of generality assume 
(e~, O) < sl.  Then s2 < p, which in conjunction with Lemma 3 contradicts the minimality 
o fp  in {p} U M1 U . . .  U M~-2. 9 
Lemma 5 (Terminat ior t )  The completion procedure terminates for every input (a.q_, b_.). 
More precisely, Pk = @ for some k < maxa+ max/). 
P roo f .  Suppose there is a sequence pl < ... < pl of length l = maxa+ maxb (p~ E P~). 
The defect d(p~) is bounded by -maxb__ < d(p~) <_ maxa, cf. the description of the 
algorithm in Figure 1. Then, with d(p~) ~ 0 for all k, there exist i and j with 1 _< i < 
j _< I and d(p~) = d(pj). Now PJ - Pi is a non-trivial solution, which contradicts the 
minimality of pj. m 
The advantages of the completion procedure over the lexicographic algorithm are ev- 
ident: only minimal solutions are computed which renders testing of solutions obsolete. 
The disadvantages are twofold: first, proposals have to be ~ested for minimality to guar- 
antee termination, and second, a single solution may be computed several times, see the 
example below. 
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As first suggested by Guckenbiehl & Herold (1986), multiple computat ions can be 
avoided by selecting one unique computation for each solution. This may be viewed as 
employing a lexicographic method for the completion procedure. 
A sequence (pl , . . .p~,s)  with Pl 6 P~, s E M~+I and Pl <: .. .P~ < s is called a 
computation for s. To order computations, we need an additionM ordering on proposals 
which must not be confused with the ordering < as defined in (3). 
In general, a partial ordering (E,_<) can be extended to a lezicoyraphic ordering 
(U.>~ E", <,~ by 
(e~,..., era) < ,~ (el , ' - ' ,  4 )  i~ 
m <: n and (el . . . . .  era) = (e i . . . . .  e~) or 
e, < e~ for some k < min(m,~) and (e,, ...,e~_~) = (e~,... ,4 - , )  9 
Note that 5u ,  is total iff < is total. 
Starting with the natural ordering _< on N we get a total lexicographic ordering <u,  
on LJn_>l Nn" This induces a cartesian product ordering _~ on proposals: 
(~_,~ -'-'1 (~2, ~2):r (_. _<u~ (2 and ~_ ~,.~ r S .  
This in turn induces a lexicographic ordering -<u~ on computations. For example, 
((0, 1, O, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 1)) -4to, ((0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 1)) 
are ~wo computations for the solution (0, 1, 1, 1) 6 M((1, 6), (2, 4)). 
Lemma 6 (Order  on Computat ions)  The ordering ~_u~ is total when restricted to 
the set of all computations for a single minimal solution s. 
" - -  - -  . . .  I S Proof .  Let p (p~ . . . .  ,pll,ll_l,s) and p' = (p[, ,plt,ll_l, ) be two distinct compu- 
tations. If pl = (el, O_) and p[ = (ei,,O_) are different, then ei <to. ei, or e,, <:*e. ei, 
hence p_ -<u. PZ or PZ -~*~* P_' Otherwise there is a maximal k with p,  = p~ = (~_, 77_). 
Let d(p~) < 0, Pk§ = (~+ e, , , )  and p~+~ = (~_+ e~,,~). Then e ~'o* P" follows from 
ei <It ,  ei, and PZ -41e, p_ from ei, <u, ei. Similiar for d(pk) > O. m 
The greatest computation for a given minimal solution s increments both ~_ and ~ from 
left to right. The completion procedure can easily be modified to omit all non-maximal 
computations: a proposal with negative (positive) defect must not be incremented at a 
position i (position j) if there exists a k > i with (k # 0 (k > j with r]~ 7~ 0). 
This substantial improvement reduces the nmnber of proposals to be considered by  up 
to 50 percent, and it obviates the need for renmving duplicate solutions. For a comparison 
of the algorithms ee Section 4. 
3 Graph  A lgor i thm 
The discussion of the completion procedure in Section 2 provides the basis for a new 
approach to solving linear diophantine quations. Every completion step computes  the 
defects of new proposals. To avoid ~.11 these arithmetic operations, Equat ion (1) can be 
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[ I I -4,1-3]-2,1- I I~ 12 13 I 4 I 
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0 
-1 
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-3 
-4 
b2 
b2 bl 
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b2 bl 
b~ 
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a] 
al  a2 
al a2 
bl 
a2 
a2 
Figure 2: graph representation asadjacency matrix 
represented by a graph, and all additions and subtractions can be performed by following 
labelled edges. This method speeds up the completion procedure. But surprisingly, the 
formulation of computations as a graph problem yields a new very fast algorithm which 
no longer is a completion procedure. 
The graph represenialion G(a, b, c) of an inhomogeneous linear diophantine quation 
(1) is a labelled digraph with set of nodes 
{dEZ [ -ma~(b,c)  < d< maxa} 
and set of labelled edges 
{d24 d+a~[d< 0, i _<m}O{d~d-b j  [ d>O, j  <_n} . 
Recall that for a computation (Pl,...,PIl~Ii-l,s), the defect of any proposal pi is a 
node of this graph. An edge d -% d+ ai corresponds to incrementing a proposal (~_, ~7) at 
4i, an edge d ~ d -  bj to incrementing ~?j. For example, the equation with a = (1, 4), 
b = (2, 3), c = 4 has a graph representation given in Figure 2. 
Simi]iar to the description of minimal solutions as computations (Section 2) we now 
want to state a correspondence b tween solutions and walks in G(a,~ c). Equivalent o 
the greatest computation for a given minimal solution s is a monotone walk in G(a, ~ c): 
is monotone if the conditions 
dk<0 anddk, < O ~ ik < i~, 
d~ >0 anddk, >0~jk  <j~, 
hold for all 1 _< k < k' _< l. t~oughly speaking, a monotone walk first follows edges with 
a lower labelling. In the graph given by Figure 2 both 
O~2~4.~h2b_~_122~3b_~2 0 
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and 
are closed walks starting at node 0, but only the first walk is monotone. 
Lernma 7 There is a bijection ~ between S(a, b_, c) and lhe set of all monotone walks in 
G(a,b, c) star~ing at node -c  and ending at node O. 
Proof .  Given a node d and (~, ~_) e N re+n, we construct a walk in G(a, b, c) recursively 
as follows: Let d < 0. If ~_ = 0, then the path consists of a single node d. Otherwise, 
decrement ~_ at the least possible position i, and append d ~ to the walk constructed from 
(~_-ei, ~ and node d+ a~. If d > 0, decrement R and append d b_.~j to the walk constructed 
from ((_, ~_-ej) and d-b j .  Starting at node -c  with a solutions (~,~ e S(a, b_, c), the final 
node of the walk is 0. Thus the construction yields an injective mapping ~. Additionally, 
each monotone walk from -e  to 0 is the image of a solution (~, 77_) under ~, where ~i is 
the number of edges labelled by ai and ~j the llumber of edges labelled by b 1. So r is 
the required bijection. 9 
The corresponding result holds for solutions of the homogeneous equation. 
Lemma 8 There is a bijection ~ between S(a,b) and all monotone closed walks in 
G(a, b, c) starting al node O. 
A path is a walk where no node is visited twice, with the exception of the first and 
last node which may coincide. 
Lemma 9 For every minimal solution s e M(a, b_, c), the walk ~(s) is a paih in G(a, b, c). 
Proof .  Assume the contrary. Then a node d is visited twice, and @(s) contains a shorter 
walk d --* ... ---* d. Let (i (resp. ~?j) be the number of edges in d --+... ~ d labelled by as 
(resp. b)" Because d--+ ... --+ d is a closed walk, (~,_~) is a solution of the homogeneous 
equation (2). But ((__, ~ < s contradicts the minimality of s. ! 
Lemma 10 For every minimal solution s 6 M(a__, D, the walk ~(s)  is a path in G(a, b, c). 
Unfortunately, the converse is not true. In the example above, 
--4 -% --3 ~ -2 -~ 2 ~h 0 
is a monotone path from -c  to 0, but the corresponding solution (2, 1, 1, 0) is not minimal, 
there is a smaller solution (0, 1, 0, 0) e M((1, 4), (2, 3), 4). 
The previous lemmas provide the basis for a new graph algorithm. It computes M1 
solutions which correspond to monotone paths from -c  (inhomogeneous case) resp. 0 
(homogeneous case) to 0. This can be done very efficiently by a recursive procedure, see 
the PASCAL procedure :f ind_solutions in the Appendix. 
Each node visited is marked, hence no node is visited twice. Monotonicity is guaran- 
teed by the values apos and bpos, which are lower bounds for the indices of admissible 
edges. 
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As indicated above, some monotone paths correspond to non-minimal solutions. At 
first sight this algorithm seems to trade the disadvantages of the completion procedure 
for the disadvantages of the lexicographic algorithm: there is no more testing of path 
(which correspond to proposals), but non-minimal solutions have to be eliminated. This 
is true to some extent. But the number of non-minimal solutions is very low. In Ex- 
ample I of Section 4 all monotone paths correspond to minimal solutions, whereas 4356 
non-minimal solutions are computed in Example 8, compared to 2433007 non-minimal 
solutions computed by the lexicographic procedure. 
The major advantage of the graph algorithm, however, is that the question whether 
a solution is minimal can also be transformed into a graph problem: 
Lemma 11 Let s E S(a, b_., c) be a non-min imal  solution o f  the inhomogeneous equatioT~. 
Then there exists a monotone closed path 0 --* . . .  --+ 0 in G(a_,b__, c) with ~- l (o  --~ . . .  --* 
o)<s. 
Proof.  There is a solution # E M(a, b_.) with s' < s, see Lemma 1. The image ofs t under 
is the required path. 9 
Lemma 12 Let s E S(a, b) be a non-min imal  solution o f  the homogeneous equation. 
Then for any V e N "~+" with p < s and IlPll + 1 = I1'11 there e~ists a monotone cZosed 
path 0 --* ...---~ 0 in G(a,b_,c) with ~-1(0  --~ . . .  ~ O) < p. 
These preparations suffice to characterize the procedure which tests a solution s = 
(~_, r/) for minimality, veri:fy..$olution (see Appendix) is similiar to :find_solutions, 
but the number of edges labelled by any ai is bounded by ~i, the number of edges bj by 
In the homogeneous case, we are not interested in the path ff/(s) itself, so it has to be 
removed from the search space. This can be done by decrementing (~, 0_) at any reasonable 
position. Lemma 12 provides the justification: decrementing s does not "destroy" non- 
minimality. 
4 Compar i sons  
This section briefly discusses implementations of four algorithms: the lexicographic algo- 
rithm (with improved bounds, see Lambert (1987)) by Huet (H), a completion procedure 
by Lankford (L), another completion procedure which computes solutions in a unique way 
(see Section 2) by Fortenbacher (F), and the graph algorithm (G). The program for the 
graph algorithm can be found in the Appendix, and for the first completion procedure the 
reader is referred to Lankford (1987). For all other algorithms see Clausen&Fortenbacher 
(1987). Finally, these algorithms are compared with an algorithm (I) which uses (G) to 
solve the injective quation (Section 1) and expands the solutions. 
To make all algorithms comparable, we restrict ourselves to solutions of homogeneous 
equations, although all algorithms can easily be extended to solve inhomogeneous equa- 
tions. The first five benchmark examples (Figure 3) are from Lankford (1987), plus three 
larger equations which better illustrate the asymptotic behaviour of the algorithms. 
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II 
E1 
E2 
E3 
'E4" 
E5 
E6 
E7 
E8 
(1, 2,5) 
(1, 1, 1, 2, 3) 
(2,5,0) 
(2, 2, 2, 3, 3;3) 
O, 2,~, 5:'9i' 
0,4,4,s,n) 
(1, 3,5, 7,9,11) 
(1, 3,11, !4,17) 
b_ 
(1, 2;3, ~) 
(1,1,2,2) 
(1,2,3,7;s) 
(2, 2,2, 3,3,3) 
L0, 2, 3; 7~ 8)" 
(3, 6, 9, n,  20) 
(2, 4, 6, 8,10,12) 
(4,13,13,13,19) 
Figure 3: benchmark equations 
I I I . .El l . . . .~21 E3 I ~4.1 E~.I ~81 
(H) .035 .018 1.472 .205 6.452 58.400 
(L) .085 ,045 1,267 .573' 9.69'4 11.180 
(F) .026 .010 .~lS .121 2.212 1.7~0 
(G) .012 .007 .081 .047 .270 .360 
(I) .012 .006 .081 .012 .158 .180 
Figure 4: runtimes in seconds 
.E.7 I ,Z8 
1676.220 13244.320 
1~2.6~0 i51s'.92o 
29.180 509.900 
2.400 27.860 
2.420 L460 
All of the algorithms are written in PASCAL. They were compared on an SUN3/50 
under UNIX (Figure 4). To overcome the problems with an inaccurate UNIX clock (see 
also Lankford (1987), Guckenbiehl&~Herold (1986)), the smaller equations were solved 100 
times in a row. This is legitimate, because none of the PASGAL programs uses dynamic 
data (pointers). 
The runtimes of the algorithlrs depend on the order of the input vectors a and b. 
The fastest execution of (H) and (L) is with a in descending und b_. in ascending order, cf. 
Huet (1978) and Lankford (1987), whereas (F) and (G) "prefer" a_ and _b in descending 
order. Each algorithm is run with inputs in its favorite order; ordering of the equations 
is excluded from timing. 
Figure 4 shows a completely different asymptotic behaviour for lexicographic algo- 
rithm, completion procedure and graph algorithm. With smaller examples, the differ- 
ences are not that significant, so any of the algorithms could be used for associative- 
commutative unification. 
The comparison of the two completion procedures (L) and (F) demonstrates the 
improvement gained by making the computation ofsolutions unique (Section 2). Finally, 
the figures for the injective version (I) show that expansion of solutions is very inexpensive 
whereas the gain is enormous if the equation is not injective. 
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Appendix 
*************************************** 
* (C) Albrecht Fortenbacher, 5/24/88 * 
* solution of an inhomogeneous 9 
* diophantine equation * 
*************************************** 
program solve_equation(input,output); 
const size_eq = 8; 
{max. size of lhs(rhs) equation} 
size_coeff = 32; 
{max. size of coefficients} 
size_solutions = 999; 
{max. number of solutions} 
type index = 1..size_eq; 
value = O..size_coeff; 
difference = 
-size_coeff..size_coeff; 
solution = 
record 
lhs,rhs : array[index] of 
value; 
end; 
vat hom : boolean; 
ind : index; 
sol : solution; 
solutions : array 
[1,.size_solutions] of solution; 
no, hom_solutions : integer; 
hum_solutions : integer; 
{**************************,*********** 
equation of the form * 
9 a[l]*x_l + . . .  + a[m]*x_m * 
9 - b[l]*y_l - ... - bEn]*x_n = c * 
*************************************** 
eq : record 
m,n : index; 
a,b : array[index] of value; 
c : difference; 
end; 
***************************************  
9 The equation is transformed into a * 
9 graph. Nodes are all possible * 
9 differences of proposals, and * 
9 vertices are  the coefficients of * 
9 the equation. A mark indicates * 
whether a node was already visited. * 
***************************************  
graph : array[difference] of 
record 
vert : array[index] of 
difference; 
mark : boolean; 
end; 
procedure read_equation; 
{ Read coefficients of equation } 
vat i : index; 
j : integer; 
begin 
write('number llm coefficients: 
readln(j); 
if j > size_eq then 
begin 
write('max, size (',size_eq:2); 
writeln(') exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
eq.m:=j; 
write('number rhs coefficients: 
readln(j); 
if j > size_eq then 
begin 
write('max, size (',size_eq:2); 
writeln(') exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
eq.n:=j; 
griteln('lhs coefficients:'); 
for i:=l to eq.m do 
begin 
write(' a',i:O, '= '); 
readln(j); 
if j > size_coeff then 
begin 
write('max, size '); 
write(~(',size_coeff:2,')'); 
writeln(' exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
eq. a[i] :=j ; 
e nd; 
writeln('rhs coefficients:'); 
for i:=l to eq.n do 
begin 
write(' b',i:O,'= '); 
,); 
,); 
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readln(j); 
if j > size_coeff then 
begin 
write('max, size '); 
write('(',size_coeff:2,')'); 
writeln(' exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
eq .b [ i ] := j ;  
end; 
writeln('inhomogeneous part:'); 
write(' c = '); 
readln(j ) ; 
if (j > size_coeff) or 
(j < -size_coeff) then 
begin 
write('max, size (',size_coeff:2); 
writeln(') exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
eq.c:=j; 
hom:=j=O; 
end {procedure read_equation}; 
procedure initialize_graph; 
{ create graph } 
var i : difference; 
j : index; 
begin 
{positive difference} 
for i:=l to size_coeff do 
with graph[i] do 
begin 
for j:=l to eq.n do 
vert[j] : =i-eq.b[j] ; 
mark:=false; 
end; 
{nonpositive difference} 
for i:=-size_coeff to 0 do 
with graph[i] do 
begin 
for j:=1 to eq.m do 
vert [j] : =i+eq.a[j] ; 
mark:=false; 
end; 
end {procedure initialize_graph}; 
function verify_solution(sol : 
solution; diff :  difference; 
apos,bpos : index) : boolean; 
{ Look for all paths to node 0 } 
{ starting with node diff. } 
{ sol is an upper bound } 
label 999; 
var new_dill : difference; 
i : index; 
begin 
if diff>O then 
for i:=bpos to eq.n do 
begin 
if sol.rhs[i] <> 0 then 
begin 
new_diff:=graph[diff].vert[i]; 
if new_diff=O then 
begin 
verify_solution:=false; 
goto 999; 
end; 
sol.rhs[i]:=sol.rhs[i]-1; 
if not verify_solution(sol, 
new_diff,apos,i) then 
begin 
verify_solution:=false; 
go~o 999; 
end; 
end; 
end 
else {diff<=O} 
for i:=apos to eq.m do 
begin 
if sol.lhs[i] <> 0 then 
begin 
nev_diff:=graph[diff].vert[i]; 
if new_diff=O then 
begin 
verify_solution:=false; 
goto 999; 
end; 
sol.lhs[i]:=sol.lhs[i]-l; 
if not verify_solution(sol, 
new_diff,i,bpos) then 
begin 
verify_solution:=false; 
goto 999; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
verify_solution:=true; 
999:  
end {function verify_solution}; 
procedure insert(vat sol : solution); 
{ add new solution } 
begin 
if hUm_solutions = size_solutions 
then 
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begin 
write('max, number of solutions '); 
write('(',size_solutions:4,')'); 
writeln(' exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
hum_solutions:--hum_solutions+l; 
solutions[num_solutions]:=sol; 
end {procedure insert}; 
procedure find_solutions(dill : 
difference; apos,bpos : index); 
{ Look for all paths to node 0 } 
{ starting with node diff. } 
{ A node must not be visited twice. } 
{ Only vertices from bpos to n are } 
{ considered. } 
vat new_dill : difference; 
i : index; 
begin 
if diff>O then 
for i:=bpos to eq.n do 
begin 
new_diff:=graph[diff].vert[i]; 
if new_diff=O then 
{new solution found} 
if hom then 
begin 
if verify_solution(sol,O,l,1) 
then 
begin 
sol.rhs[i]:-sol.rhs[i]+1; 
insert(sol); 
sol.rhs[i]:=sol.rhs[i]-1; 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
sol.rhs[i]:=sol.rhs[i]+l; 
if verify_solution(sol,O,1,1) 
then insert(sol); 
sol.rhs[i]:=sol.rhs[i]-l; 
end 
else 
begin 
sol.rhs[i]:=sol.rhs[i]+l; 
i f  not graph[new_diff].mark 
then 
begin 
graph[new_diff].mark:=true; 
find_solutions(new_dill, 
apos,i); 
graph[new_diff].mark:=false; 
end; 
sol.the [i] : =sol. the [i] -I ; 
end; 
end 
else {dill<O} 
for i:=apos to eq.m do 
begin 
new_dill : =graph[dill]. vert [i] ; 
if new_diff=O then 
{new solution found} 
if hom then 
begin 
if verify_solution(sol,O, i, i) 
then  
begin 
sol. lhs [i] : =sol. lhs [i] +l ; 
insert (sol) ; 
sol, lhs [i] : =sol. lhs [i] -i ; 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
s oi. lhs [i] : =s  oi. lhs [i] +~ ; 
i~ verify_solution(sol ,0, i, i) 
then insert (sol) ; 
sol. lhs [i] : =sol. lhs [i]-I ; 
end 
else 
begin 
sol. lhs [i] : =sol. lhs [i] +I ; 
if not graph[new_dill] .mark 
then 
begin 
graph [new_dif ] .  mark: =t rue  ;
find_solutions (new_dill, i, 
bpos) ; 
graph [new_dill]. mark: ---false ; 
end; 
sol. lhs [i] : =sol. lhs [i]-I ; 
end; 
end; 
end {procedure find_solutions}; 
procedure write_solution(j : integer); 
vat i : index; 
begin 
write(j :4,' : '); 
with solutions[j] do 
begin 
for i:=l to eq.m do 
write (lhs [i] :3) ; 
write(' ') ; 
for i:=1 to eq.n do 
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write (rhs [i] : 3) ; 
end; 
writeln; 
end {procedure write_solution}; 
begin {main program} 
writeln; 
write('solution of a diophantine '); 
writeln('equation'); 
write(' a1*xl + ... + am*xm '); 
writeln('- bl*yl - ... - bn*yn = c'); 
writeln('over nonnegative inteKers'); 
writeln; 
read_equation; 
writeln; 
{write equation} 
with eq do 
begin 
write(a[l]:O,'*xl'); 
for ind:=2 to m do 
write(' + ',a[ind]:O,'*x',ind:O); 
write(' - ',b[l]:O,'*yl'); 
for ind:=2 to n do 
write(' - ',b[in~:O,'*y',ind:O); 
writeln(' = ',c:O); 
writeln; 
end; 
initialize_graph; 
for ind:=l to eq.m do 
sol.lhs[ind]:=O; 
~or ind:=l to eq.n do 
sol.rhs[ind]:=O; 
num_solutious:=O; 
if not hom then 
begin 
{solve inhomogeneous equation} 
find_solutions(-eq.c,l,l); 
if num_solutions=O then 
begin 
write('no solutions of in'); 
writeln('homogeneous equation'); 
end 
else 
begin 
write('minimal solutions of in'); 
writeln('homogeneous equation:'); 
for no:=l to num_solutious do 
write_solution(no); 
end; 
hom:=tl~ue; 
end; 
if hum_solutions = size_solutions 
then 
begin 
write('max, number of solutions '); 
writeln('(',size_solutions:4,')'); 
writeln(' exceeded'); 
halt; 
end; 
hom_solutions:--num_solutions+l; 
{solution of homogeneous equation} 
find_solutions(O,l,1); 
write('basis for homogeneous '); 
writeln('equation:'); 
for no:=hom_solutions to 
num_solutions do 
write_solution(no); 
end {program}. 
